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Introduction
For small to large enterprises deploying modern architectures, a migration to NS1’s Enterprise DNS,
DHCP and IP address management (DDI) solution provides tremendous benefits at significant value.
■

Rich API-first DNS technology that fully integrates with microservices functions, container
environments, and DevOps/TechOps continuous integration & deployment (CI/CD) workflows.

■

Flexible and scalable container deployments that adapt rapidly to these increased and
changing digital landscapes and demands.

■

Robust solution across private and public clouds, on-premise, and internal and external
footprints with combination of Enterprise DDI and Managed DNS.

While customers desire these benefits, they also place a high value on reliability when migrating such
a fundamental and critical network service. Customers must be confident entering a migration that
the provider has a process in place to avoid the potential pitfalls. The NS1 Experience is designed to
mitigate against the risks inherent to migration:
■

“No downtime” migration strategy

■

Performed by experts in the field

■

100% coverage of all scopes and zones

■

Ease of continued use

■

Transparent to the end user

Service continuity

Efficient deployment and migration process

Employees and customers must have ongoing

Customers seek automated, flexible and virtual

access to websites, web services, and integrated

deployment on existing hardware investments.

applications.
Data retention and transformations
All data must be transformed and migrated to
ensure the performance of resolutions, DHCP leases,
and maintenance of subnets and addresses.

Integrations with in-house scripts, network
configurations and third-party tools.
A reliable and manageable API is critical to ease
migration of integrations.

Unlike the onboarding programs employed by legacy DDI vendors, the NS1 Experience is built on the
foundation of a flexible, straightforward architecture and a prescriptive, proven, tool-enabled migration
process. This methodology is further supplemented by NS1’s customer success management (CSM)
program, which ensures continuity and hands-on care across pre-sales, migration and ongoing
support. The CSM program includes a dedicated account manager and post-sales engineering support
with a mix of automation tools and geo-diverse coverage around the globe.
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Migration Overview
In this document, we provide a step-by-step review of the NS1 Experience, illustrated in
the diagram below:
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Our process starts with our structured “Discovery” and “Planning and Architecture” stages, much of
which takes place during the sales and scoping process with customers. Within the Discovery stage,
we capture organizational requirements for DDI, the current deployment, application touchpoints
with external applications and processes, project and migration parameters, and what the success
criteria of a successful DDI migration should be. In the Planning stage, we define the target solution
architecture, the technical specification for building and deploying, and a detailed and phased
migration project plan.
The execution stages of “Build and Deploy,” “DDI Migration” and “Automation and Integration” are then
carried out. This typically consists of one or more scoped migrations with clear and well-orchestrated
moving components. We conclude the migration with our “Close and Handover” stage, where the
migration is completed and turned over to your network or technical operations teams.
Throughout this document, we walk through each step of this engagement, illustrating the migration
process with a representative customer case study.
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Overview

For a case study of our NS1 Experience, we will use a representative fictional company "FinOne," a
forward-leaning financial services company with a large IT enterprise supporting primary offices
throughout the United States, satellite offices in Europe and Asia, and offshore development in South
Asia. FinOne provides investment and trading services for individual, corporate and institutional clients,
and its IT footprint includes a range of internal applications, traditional client / server architectures, and
cloud services for their products and offerings.
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Discovery
The Discovery stage starts in the pre-sales process but is completed during our professional services
engagement to validate the architecture and build a detailed migration plan. Through a series of
workshops utilizing our discovery playbook, the NS1 team comprehensively captures a number of
data points:
■

Current solution compared against needs, requirements, and existing configurations

■

Improvements that can be made, and NS1 features and deployment to best benefit customer

■

Key data points for the migration, such as critical DNS zones, IPAM, and DHCP configurations

■

External integrations and automations and how they can be brought into the NS1 ecosystem

■

Security & architectural interlocks as well as change control and communication requirements

■

Project and migration parameters with an agreed upon scope, timeline, roles and
responsibilities

■

Success criteria and their measures to draw clarity for migration objectives

■

Comprehensive view of the present DDI Architecture, both physical and logical, with a
replacement strategy transposed on top

We find that many customer environments today are supported by either Infoblox, Bluecat, EfficientIP
or perhaps a legacy Microsoft DNS integrated with Active Directory. These DNS/DHCP or DDI
infrastructures can vary widely in scale, from a handful of DDI appliances across just a few data centers
to a global network containing hundreds of DDI appliances serving many thousands (or even hundreds
of thousands) of IPs, subnets, and DNS zones, with a mix of on-premise and multi-cloud. NS1 can
support this full range of use cases.
The stakeholders of these environments span the internal business and customer communities, with
services including an online digital presence, business applications and supporting infrastructure, and
WiFi and VPNs supporting staff and guests. The evaluation of a DDI solution and migration plan often
includes an IT enterprise architecture team who are planning cloud migration or advancement in
DevOps discipline, application or DevOps teams looking for more resilient automation with application
networking, and network operations responsible for seeking more efficient day-to-day DNS updates
and oversight.
Often in these customer environments, there is a push/pull dynamic between network teams and
emerging TechOps/DevOps teams. While DDI has historically been run by network teams, these new
application-centric teams at our example customer are looking for additional automation and selfservice at a more granular level.
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Discovery

FinOne is supported by a legacy DDI solution comprising Infoblox for DNS and DHCP. Of note is a
“renegade” development lab. This lab, initially a one-off that has become long term, uses Microsoft DNS
instead of the corporate standard due to ease of availability. Globally there are multiple DMZ networks,
at least three VPN services to reach the production networks, the primary development network, and
a unique one to reach the renegade development network.
During the Discovery phase NS1 identified that the offshore team will occasionally find themselves
waiting for DNS updates to propagate, particularly when they spin up a new Kubernetes based
microservices architecture.
Other items that were uncovered during the Discovery phase:
■

Internal, External, and DMZ networks with a dozen cloud networks split between AWS virtual
private clouds (VPCs) and Azure virtual networks (VNets)

■

The current DDI solution consists of HA pairs of authoritative primary/secondary DNS servers
across internal, external and DMZ in each of 3 Americas regions, and EMEA and APJ regions
(15 pairs total)

■

3 pairs of IP address managers, one in each global region.

■

6 cache-only recursive DNS forwarders, with two in each region

■

10 pairs of DHCP servers in key hub locations

■

1000s of DNS zones

■

1000s of DHCP scopes

■

100,000 subnets with 1M IP addresses, with a mix of private and public

■

Workflow integration with ServiceNow

■

A handful of network automation scripts (written in bash, perl, python, depending on the
need and situation at hand) that trigger on DNS updates to update network elements
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Architecture
After discovery, the NS1 team uses the knowledge and information gained to propose an NS1
architecture to replace the current DDI deployment. Documents, diagrams, and high- and low-level
designs are written in this stage. These cover a complete replacement of the legacy DDI services from
a logical and physical perspective, which may or may not be equivalent to a 1:1 replacement.
The NS1 solution’s modular capabilities provide unique flexibility and scalability options in a customer’s
architecture. Due to the uniqueness of the NS1 deployment, there are not always direct correlations
between the services provided by a competitor’s “server,” such as a DNS relay, and an NS1 container.
There are, however, definite like-for-like services. During the architecture design stage these services
will be identified and mapped to the corresponding NS1 solution set, illustrated in the diagram below
and comprised of one or more of the following containers:
■

Data: contains zone, record and IP Address info

■

Core: runs the REST API for integration and the UI web portal

■

Dist: a “distribution node,” local copy of the DNS and DHCP at the network edge

■

DNS: NS1’s next-gen nameserver and high-speed caching daemon

■

DHCP: DHCP engine
NS1 Container Architecture
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Architecture

FinOne’s DDI deployment is complex and widespread but fits very well into the NS1 deployment
architecture: one central Core with distributed Dist, DNS, and DHCP containers to remote user sites.
AS servers are consolidated into NS1 Core containers. DNS relays are replaced with NS1 relays, while
DHCP servers are replaced with DHCP containers. Where necessary, additional Dist containers are
placed to improve the response time of DNS relays.
This particular architecture allows for ease of expansion and, with the Dist containers at remote sites,
provides for near-immediate DNS updates and improved DNS response times. Multiple legacy AS
servers can also be consolidated into fewer NS1 “Core” containers, easing manageability and future
upgrades.
NS1 engineers have also looked at FinOne’s “renegade lab” and the offshore locations as areas of
improvement. Even though the “renegade lab” needs to continue to be isolated, even from the other
development networks, a dedicated NS1 solution will allow the lab’s development team to begin to
automate DNS changes: Core container, DNS container, and DHCP container (if required for testing).
Though the offshore sites do not host any services, production or development, locally, they have a
great need for immediate DNS updates to their location for the quick changes they perform. They
would benefit greatly by having a local set of containers to speed up deployment: DHCP container,
DNS container, Dist DB container.
At a high level, the final solution architecture looks like the diagram below, with data centers
integrating Core services and distributing to remote locations.
DDI Architecture with NS1 Platform
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Planning
An environment with thousands of DHCP scopes and zones necessitates a carefully planned multiphased approach. The large and complex legacy environment will be consolidated into fewer
deployed instances of the streamlined NS1 architecture.
There are two primary methods of populating the zone and DNS data into NS1. The first method is
to load the DNS data via files that are exported from the legacy DNS systems, while the second is
to deploy NS1 into the current DNS ecosystem to be populated by DNS zone transfer (NS1 refers to
this as XFR). Using XFR ensures all data is migrated, while loading data files allows an opportunity for
scrubbing out-of-date data. For IPAM, as there is no industry standard data format, NS1 leverages a set
of transformation and migration scripts. The Planning stage fleshes these out in more detail specific to
the customer environment to find the correct solution for the project at hand.
With the Planning stage, NS1 creates the overall project plan, including test plans and acceptance
criteria for each touchpoint and each team. The detailed deployment project plan is created in five
phases as illustrated in the plan graphic below:
T YP I CA L 6 - 1 2 W E E K E N G AG E M E N T
PHASE 1:
DEV / QA DEP LOY

PHASE 2:
PRODUCTION BU ILD
& CORE CONFIG

PHASE 3:
DDI MIGRATION

■

Phase 1: Development and/or QA deployments

■

Phase 2: Production Build and Core configuration

■

Phase 3: DDI Migration

■

Phase 4: Integration

■

Phase 5: Training and Close Out

PHASE 4:
INTEGRATION

PHASE 5:
TRAINING
& CLOSE OU T

Each of the detailed steps within the plan are further elaborated in the sections that follow.
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Planning

FinOne and NS1 have agreed upon implementing an XFR-based approach: the new NS1 solution will
be configured side-by-side within the current ecosystem so DNS can be populated with XFR transfers.
IPAM and DHCP containers will be configured manually, with the DHCP DNS-Server options pointing
to both the legacy DNS relay servers as well as the new NS1 DNS relay containers; when the cutover
occurs and the legacy DNS systems are decommissioned, the DHCP clients will work seamlessly and
transparently with the new NS1 DNS.
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Build and Deploy

During the Development/QA Build and Deploy stage, NS1 focuses on building out the customer
environment and implementing the plan as designed in the Planning and Architecture stage. The new
solution will be installed, configured, and tested first within development and/or user acceptance (UA)
environments.
NS1 and the customer work together to deploy the solution, with the following procedures as one
example:
Using the approved architecture, identify the appropriate physical and logical locations of all

■

NS1 hosts and containers
■

Ensure all network connectivity is reachable

■

Deploy the hardware

■

Install NS1 containers in a development lab environment: Core, Data, Dist, DNS, DHCP, XFR

■

Development environment:
■

Integrate the Core and Data containers with the current lab-deployed Infoblox and
populate the zones and DNS information using XFR

■

Sync DHCP and IPAM data from Infoblox using NS1’s proprietary data transformation scripts

■

Ensure that the Data and Dist containers properly sync

■

Perform manual DNS testing against the DNS container

■

Perform testing of DHCP with test clients

■

Cutover DHCP by updating IP helpers to send DHCP requests to NS1 servers

■

Cutover the DNS Zones by disabling the Infoblox zones and letting NS1 assume all zone
functionality

■

Cutover DNS by converting the Infoblox servers to caching/forwarding servers to NS1 and
using DHCP to point all clients to the new NS1 DNS.

■

■

Test Zone updates via manual updates.

■

Test the API with integration and automation scripts.
Repeat the process for the QA environment
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The final project plan may include these elements:
■

Hierarchy of importance and criticality of DNS zones, including related DHCP scopes

■

Hierarchy of importance and criticality of DHCP scopes

■

Clean up of IPAM data, DHCP scopes and DNS zones, if necessary

■

Backout plans

■

Migrate external API and Automation touchpoints

Production
The production deployment occurs after Development and UA have been vetted and received
customer approval. This phase is where the production XFR transfers take place and IPAM and DHCP
configurations are performed to be ready for final production.
The DDI Migration stage focuses on performing the migration of data from the existing solution to NS1
DDI as defined in the project plan. A phased migration approach will be taken to replace the legacy
system, which may include sequencing of different environments with API/automation touchpoints
carefully scheduled.
During the production migration, DNS zones may be migrated first with IPAM and DHCP to follow. For
the DNS migration, there is a choice of performing an XFR-based or file-based migration. XFR-based
migration is much preferred to maintain synchronization throughout the process, while file-based
should be reserved for unique situations in complex environments.
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DDI Migration
During an XFR-based DNS migration, the NS1 XFR service is configured to load DNS zones from the
legacy solution.
In a 1:1 replacement strategy, NS1 DNS servers are placed “side by side” with the legacy DNS servers on
a like for like basis. In a Many:One replacement strategy, legacy DNS services are either shared across
multiple, new NS1 containers, or multiple legacy DNS services are combined into fewer NS1 containers.
An XFR-based DNS migration will see the legacy services gradually turned off; the new NS1 services,
already in place, will pick up the load. The following migration steps are taken:
■

Configure the new NS1 containers as secondary servers to the legacy DNS solution.

■

Load the NS1 containers with zone data using XFR protocol.

■

Test replication and name resolution across the NS1 cluster.

■

Transition DNS traffic from legacy platform to NS1. This approach will be tailored to your
environment and may involve load balancers, Anycast, DNS forwarders, and/or client reconfiguration.

■

As traffic is transitioned, legacy platform will be continuously monitored until no remaining
traffic exists.

IPAM and DHCP Migration
As every DDI vendor uses a different standard for storage and export of IPAM and DHCP data, the
NS1 team ensures that the existing IPAM and DHCP rules, deployments, and dictionaries are properly
migrated. As such, the following IPAM and DHCP migration steps are taken:
■

Export IPAM and DHCP data from the current provider.

■

Using NS1’s proprietary data transformation scripts, configure the Data container with the
IPAM and DHCP configurations exported from the legacy systems.

■

For each set of subnets in scope for a cutover window:

■

Decrease DHCP lease times and adjust IP helpers ahead of the cutover

■

Disable legacy DHCP services

■

Enable NS1 DHCP services

■

Validate DHCP services
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Automation and Integration
Cutting over the services to NS1 includes ensuring that all external sources can update and retrieve
data as necessary. These may include external automation methods, integrations using API queries,
or client systems with hardcoded DNS configurations. The steps involved in this phase are specific to
customer environments and will be clearly defined in the architecture and planning phase.
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Build, Deploy, Migration and Integrations
FinOne, having approved the architecture, deploys any hardware required for the NS1 containers to
operate. FinOne and NS1 install the containers, perform the necessary configurations, and scrub data
where it is possible to do so.
FinOne opts for XFR migration, as they were concerned about locations and zones falling “offline” for
any period of time. All NS1 DNS systems are populated with XFR transfers. When the time comes to
perform the switch, the legacy systems are removed and NS1 is left running. In some cases the NS1
DNS containers use the legacy DNS server’s IP Address, making the transition even more seamless.
FinOne has an aging IPAM deployment. With the hundreds of DHCP scopes they have accrued over
the years, it has become apparent that the IPAM database itself has some out of date information.
During the IPAM migration, NS1 and FinOne not only exported the IPAM from the legacy system, but
also scrubbed the data so the new NS1 IPAM deployment is completely fresh.
The development buildout of FinOne automations are tested successfully; then automations and
integrations are configured onto the production cluster. Updates will be replicated across cluster
within moments; the offshore team find that they no longer need to wait potentially hours to be able
to see their updates applied.
The DHCP lease configurations on all DHCP servers are modified to reduce their lease times to two
hours, as well as to point to both the legacy and new NS1 DNS relays. When the time for switchover
occurs, the DHCP clients update transparently to the users.
Any client systems that have not had their DNS configurations updated due to static configurations are
updated at this point; likewise, any monitoring that may use DNS for monitoring purposes may begin
to flag false positives if they also have not had their DNS client configurations updated.
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Close and Handover
Once integrations are completed and validated, NS1 focuses on completing handover and ensuring the
customer can run and maintain the NS1 solution.
As part of the close and handover, the Customer Success Management (CSM) team works with
Professional Services to provide documentation detailing the environment, architecture, integration,
and operational runbook guidance. Knowledge transfer sessions and training are also provided to
meet each team's requirements. Finally, the CSM team schedules reviews 30, 60 and 90 days out to
ensure seamless ongoing operation.

About NS1
NS1 is the leader in next generation DNS solutions that orchestrate the delivery of the world’s most
critical internet and enterprise applications. Only NS1’s purpose-built platform, which is built on a
modern API-first architecture, transforms DNS into an intelligent, efficient and automated system,
driving dramatic gains in reliability, resiliency, security and performance of application delivery
infrastructure. Many of the highest-trafficked sites and largest global enterprises trust NS1, including
Salesforce, LinkedIn, Dropbox, Nielsen, Squarespace, Pandora and The Guardian.
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